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This Fairy Tale Retelling Box Set is on sale for 99 cents this week only! Sale ends on Sept. 31,

2016.The first three books of the Twisted Fairy Tale Series are now available in this box set!

Includes Thread and Spool, Wolves and Paths, and Frogs and Princes.Thread and Spool: Cursed

with the ability to weave thread into gold, Brie has learned to trust no one. Her parents keep her

around so they can gamble their money away and now her boyfriend's only staying because he's

got a collection of game systems to grow.When Brie grabs the attention of Stilt, the new guy in town,

it changes everything. Brie is a LegendÃ¢â‚¬â€•a character in a fairytaleÃ¢â‚¬â€•and she belongs in

a realm of magic called Fable. But when she crosses over to the new world with Stilt, she soon

learns that the cruel ruler of the realm has taken an interest in her ability-and it could cost Brie her

life.Stilt promises that he can help her escape, but in return, he asks for something that she might

not be able to give. Can Brie put her trust in Stilt or will she die at the hands of greed?Wolves and

Paths: Sometimes there's more to the fairy tales than you think...Red has only ever known a life

under her oppressive grandmother's thumb and she's struggled all her life to break her fear of

rebellion. But when her boyfriend, Tate, wants to take her to Disney World (forbidden by her

grandmother) she can't help but break the rules. But maybe her grandmother was right to warn her

against the place, because the park is a gateway to another dimension: Fable, where fairy tales are

real and things go bump in the night. And now her grandmother has been taken captive by an evil

magician named Alric.Red turns out to be the central character in a very scary story, a tale she will

have no choice but to act out in order to save her grandmother. Worse, Alric is determined to rule

Fable by making all the famous fairy tales fallÃ¢â‚¬â€•and Red is his first target. Red, along with

Tate, must venture into almost certain death and learn to break the chains of her fear. But on her

journey, Red will learn that even the most famous fairy tales are not always what they seem...Frogs

and Princes: Candice hates being the rich girl in town and the fact that the most irritating guy in

school, Shorty, has a huge crush on her. That, and she can hear frogs talking, something she's

always had to hide. But when a frog begs her to save him from dissection, she steps in, starting a

chain of events that land her and Shorty in Fable, a world where the fairy tales are real. It turns out

she's a princess, and the frog she rescued is meant to be her prince. But he's far from a happily

ever after. He's a huge jerk, and if she doesn't free him from his curse and agree to be his bride, her

kingdom will turn dark and fall into the hands of the most powerful dark wizard in Fable. Candice

must face her identity and make an impossible decision. It also turns out Shorty's got secrets of his

own, secrets which might destroy them all.These are the first three books in what will be a

seven-book young adult fairy tale retelling series. A new volume releases each month on the 15th.



All seven books will be available by November 15, 2016. Books will include retellings of

Rumpelstiltskin, Little Red Riding Hood, The Frog King, Rapunzel, Snow White and more.
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These stories are a wonderfully twisted pleasure to read, as Holly Hook has done a fantastic job of

twisting of fairy tales and fantasy. Each of the books is excellent and they're a steal at 99 cents for

the box set (vs almost $9 is purchased individually). At that price there's no way not to give this

initial trilogy of books 5 stars.Since they're really separate books I've done separate reviews of

them, as follows.Book 1 - Thread and SpoolBased on this first book, Twisted Fairy Tales is the

perfect name for this series. And what a wonderfully done twisting indeed, fairy tales and fantasy in

both our world and Fable, the land where such tales properly belong. Great characters, adventure

and treachery all tied together in a well executed plot. I'm looking forward to what comes next.

Definitely recommended.Book 2 - Wolves and PathsTwisted Fairy Tales indeed. Yes, these stories

are clearly connected to their underlying tales as is the land of Fable which is accessed through ...

well, actually you can find that out yourself.Once again, as is the basic requirement in this series,



our heroine has to fulfill her story in order to keep the land of Fable from going even more under the

sway of evil, and here also to save her ... well, umm, I actually don't want to give that away

either.Strong lead and supporting characters (including cameos of prior book characters, always

fun), strong plot (I actively prefer this tale to the underlying fable), and strong writing in this wildly fun

and twisted story. Highly recommended.Book 3 - Frogs and PrincesHolly Hook's Twisted Fairy

Tales have (appropriately enough) been a twisted pleasure for me. I love the underlying fairy tales

but have really enjoyed the wild distorting that the author has done to them. This book, a takeoff of

The Princess and the Frog fairy tale, is no exception. Well written and with an excellent plot with

plenty of twists and surprises, it made me look at that fairy tale in a while new way while still being

an excellent story all by itself. My only complaint is the cliffhanger-ish ending, but I'm trusting that

the author will both justify this in the next book and (hopefully) not make this a trend. In the

meantime, as for this imaginative and very well written book, I highly recommend it.

Easy reading. Each book flows from previous one with a twist- a continuation of the bloodline in

succession. Enough to keep me interested as each family continues to grow with their own story.

Enjoyed reading because it kept my interest, refreshing the previous stories.

Fairytales from an entirely different point of view. The characters come alive and the lines between

fantasy and reality burn away like fog in the sun. The story is clean and gutter language free

eminently readable.

I thoroughly enjoyed all the stories. They have a definite twist to what every grew up with. I'm a

Grimm Series Lover as well so these go almost right along with that.

I couldn't stop reading until the final page. It was as if I became another character in the narrative.

The twists and plot turns caught me unaware. This one goes on the re-read shelf.

The last story is the best one. This one is a true fairytale. The heroine grows up and learns that the

cover doesn't always fit the book.

Very interesting twist on an old favorite.. I love alternate faery tales and Holly hook does a

magnificent job writing them..



I really enjoyed these stories. The author took familiar fairytales and took them in new and

fascinating ways! Very entertaining read!
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